
Aer Lingus, I would like my
money back…



Introduction

I would like to share this awful customer experience I have been through
with this airline. As a simple passenger, as a regular traveler, as a vacationer,
and as a former marketing and communication manager.

I don’t ask for much. I would -just- like that Aer Lingus pays me back for the
items I had to buy because destroyed or missing, for the items they lost and
for an indemnisation. And I would like them to apologize to me and my sister
for the terrible time they gave us.

My holidays have been a real nightmare because of them and they seemed
they couldn’t care less.



Reasons of this request

1. Missing bags

2. Vandalized bags

3. Terrible customer service

4. Awful flights

5. Annexe

If you dont have time, just check
this picture on slide 11 : Link
and/or the main Facebook post of
what happened to us which is : Link

If you care about travelling in good
conditions when you pay 1200$ for
a flight, you can share the post, or
this file (or both) to travelling
agencies, travelling facebook
groups, customers associations,
travelling guide books, etc.

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154138267832107&set=o.356935764395976&type=3&theater


1. Missing bags

• My sister and I were doing a road trip through western USA, starting
and ending in Los Angeles.

• Because of a delay between our connection (Paris-Dublin flight,
Friday 29th of July, flight EI0145), our luggage don’t follow and are
missing when we land in Los Angeles. That can happened.

• We are invited to fill a form and we are told that our luggage will get
to LA with the following flight from Dublin. We indicate the address of
the person we are staying at for a couple of days. We are also told
that « Somebody is going to call you » (If I had known I was going to hear that exact same

sentence for weeks….)



1. Missing bags

Friday 29th of July

• The form we filled and our bags tags

XH 864264 & XH864269



1. Missing bags

Saturday 30th of July. 

• No calls from Aer Lingus, so WE call them. Well… after a dozen of 
minutes we eventually got the right number (which was (866) 540-
3669 because the one on the form was not the one for missing bags
apparently…. So logical !) 

• We give the bags numbers and wait. And we wait. We are talking with
some guy from a call center in India apparently, who doesn’t know 
anything and can’t help us. We have to wait for their call, as soon as 
they have the bags, they will call us. That’s what they said. 



1. Missing bags

Sunday 31st of July.

• No calls from Aer Lingus. We call again. Several times. Same thing. A
different guy on the phone but still no news about the bags. Maybe it
will arrive / is arrived…

• We cancel our holiday plans we were supposed to do to go at the
airport and check by ourselves. There is NO AER LINGUS COUNTER at
LAX. We even asked other companies some help… We got nothing.

• We manage to get the number of the delivering company which
works with Aer Lingus (Direct Courrier Service – 523, Hindry Avenue,
Inglewood, 90301 – (310)348-9901) but they didn’t know either.



1. Missing bags

I am not going to continue day by day like this because it’s basically the
same nightmare every day, several times a day…

- calling the call center, asking for the manager and it was always a
different guy asking again for the file reference, telling us they don’t
know where the bags are, or telling it will arrived / it has arrived and
that we should be waiting for their call… sorry, but really bullshit
every single time we called. And that is a lot.

This call center was really awfull, not sympathetic, not understanding
at all. I have been hang up several times !! This was really incredible !!
And so far from the reality : two people are miles away from their
home, with zero stuffs, supposed to wait like this for days ? Cancelling
their holidays ?



1. Missing bags

I started to contact them on Facebook, but the community manager of
the Aer Lingus page was not better. Links and screenshots at the end.

We decided not to cancel our entire holidays and left Los Angeles. We
were supposed to come back 20 days later to get our flight back to
Paris.

The person of whom address we gave to Aer Lingus was staying in LA,
so we were hoping she would received the bags some day…



2. Vandalized bags

Well she did receive … something.

No words needed. The pictures speak themselves. The first bag has
been delivered like this, a week after we landed …



2. Vandalized bags

Thank you Aer Lingus



2. Vandalized bags

The canvas of the bag has been
torn.

The food we were carrying (jam
and pasta, nothing illegal) has
been voluntarely pourred on
my sister’s clothes.

There is no way it could
have been an accident.
The jars weren’t
broken but just
opened, and pourred.



2. Vandalized bags

The toothbrush was in a plastic box, inside a 
vanity case and … look how we found it !!
Voluntarely cut in half. 

Clearly it was no accident.

And absolutely not the job of a custom officer !!! 
In spite of what Aer Lingus insinuated in their (very lame) answer on FB



2. Vandalized bags

More pictures? Sure…

The Nespresso coffee capsules, we were
planning to offer to the person we were
staying at, had been pulled out of their
box and smashed one by one !!!

The sirup bottle (aluminum and strong
bottle) has probably been thrown
against a wall or a pole.

This can not be the work of
the customs.

Again, nothing illegal in those products
and even “IF” an item would have been
suspicious, they would have confiscated
it. And customs officers leave notes in
that case.

And I can’t show you, but some of our clothes and shoes were
missing : several dresses, one sneaker pair, her epilator, her
headset… Cf annexe



2. Vandalized bags

• From that point we called the call center millions times a day, sent
messages to their Facebook page. One bag was still missing and the
other stuffs … well you saw the images.

• We hence bought some basic stuffs : clothes, toothbrush, soap,
shoes, … hoping that Aer Lingus will reimburse later.

• We didn’t go crazy at all. We went to Wallmart, Marshall, Dollar
general, Forever21, … to buy the cheapest thing we could need for
three weeks of travelling in the western US. Receipts at the end.



2. Vandalized bags

• The second bag has been delivered to the person in LA on the 12th
of august, that is two whole weeks after we landed. But as we were
travelling around we didn’t get our things before getting back to LA to
leave the US (19th of august).

• This one hasn’t been opened but looked
like it has been dragged behind an
airplane and not been put « in » an
airplane. Nevermind. The things inside
were alright. AT LEAST !! But they must
have been all around the world when I see
the number of traveling tags on the
suitcase !!



To sum up part 1 and 2

• We spent 3 weeks without our luggage and Aer Lingus couldn’t have
been less understanding about this.

• I am glad I didn’t give any address of the different motels we have
been staying at, because when I see the trouble they had to deliver 2
bags in the arriving destination… that would have been a real disaster.

• One of our bag as been vandalized. I really don’t care who did it. It’s
not my problem. This is the airline company responsibility. We felt
mugged and then abandonned by the people we trusted. When you
give your personnal belongings to an airline, you expect them to
take good care of them. And to take care a minimum about your
customer…



3. Terrible customers service

I couldn’t get any recording of my phone calls with the call center. It’s a
shame. It was really catastrophic. Really the worst I’ve ever seen.

But fortunately, they don’t delete (yet) the publications on Facebook.

The main one is : https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154138267832107&set=o.356935764395976&type=3&theater

Feel free to share it.

And follow some screenshots I kept. As a former marketing and
communication manager, I have been shocked by their answers (when
answer there was) but « pleased » to see how people reacted to my
publications.

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154138267832107&set=o.356935764395976&type=3&theater


Some examples of the messages exchanged on Facebook

And I don’t put all the other nice support messages I got from all over the world.
This was amazing. You can check them on the post. 
If only, Aer Lingus you have said « We are so sorry and will take care of this later »

3. Terrible customers service



First thing you should learn, Aer Lingus : a good community manager
ANSWERS. Just answers. Eases the tension, specially when the messages
are public.

Some examples of the messages exchanged on 
Facebook. Most of them are not answered by Aer Lingus.

3. Terrible customers service



Second thing : remember a minimum
information about the customer who
have issues with.
So when they contact you in a private
message you don’t ask them for the
file reference when they have been
calling twenty times a day for the past
10 days, and posting on your
facebook page for 5 days !

And be compassionate. Or at
least pretend to be.

When they answer in private…

3. Terrible customers service



3. Terrible customers service

I ended by filling an online
Customer Relatins Firm
when I returned to Paris but
I still haven’t heard of
them…



4. Awfull flights

It’s not really important here and there is no link with the bags issue,
because we noted this on our incoming flight first. But…

How could Aer Lingus be a 4 stars airline ?

The food was little and really bad. My TV screen was broken. I had to
beg for 3 hours to have a free wifi (instead of 15$) for my Ipad. And the
worse on an 11 hours flight… the staff was really unfriendly. It’s like
you’re bothering them when asking for some water. They were talking
to each other while serving food, barely listening to the passengers
requests … I had never seen such things even on some low cost
company…



5. Annexe

• The receipts of the things we HAD TO buy like basic clothes, 
suncream, soap, another suitcase for our way back.

The total amount is 378,58$. Which is
very few for two people with no
personnal belongings for three weeks.



5. Annexe



5. Annexe



• The amount of what was missing or destroyed in the vandalized bag

(I don’t always have the receipts, I’m still looking for it) is 623€
• approximative value of the food items we bought to our guest and have been 

destroyed = 50€

• approximative value of the vanity case that has been vandalized = make up, 
face cream, etc… = 150€

• approximative value of the clothes missing in the vandalized bag = 400€

• value of the missing headset missing in the vandalized bag = Marshall Head 
Set 114€

• value of the epilator missing in the vandalized bag = Braun Silkk Epil 109€

5. Annexe



5. Annexe

Some receipts of what was missing or destroyed in the first bag.



5. Annexe



5. Annexe



5. Annexe



• And I haven’t calculated yet the phone fees we spent on calling the
call center.

• And last but not least, I also expect the indemnification that Aer
Lingus owe us for every day we spent without our personal
belongings.

5. Annexe



Thank you for your attention.


